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Nobel Lecture: Monetary Neutrality

Robert E. Lucas, Jr.
Universityof Chicago

I.

Introduction

The work for which I have received the Nobel Prize was part of an
effort to understand how changes in the conduct of monetary policy
can influence inflation, employment, and production. So much
thought has been devoted to this question and so much evidence is
available that one might reasonably assume that it had been solved
long ago. But this is not the case: It had not been solved in the 1970s
when I began my work on it, and even now this question has not
been given anything like a fully satisfactory answer. In this lecture I
shall try to clarify what it is about the problem of bringing available
evidence to bear on the assessment of different monetary policies
that makes it so difficult and to review the progress that has been
made toward solving it in the last two decades.
From the beginnings of modern monetary theory, in David Hume's
marvelous essays of 1752, Of Money and Of Interest,conclusions about
the effect of changes in money have seemed to depend critically on
the way in which the change is effected. In formulating the doctrine
that we now call the quantity theory of money, Hume stressed the
units-change aspect of changes in the money stock and the irrelevance
of such changes to the behavior of rational people.
It is indeed evident that money is nothing but the representation of labour and commodities, and serves only as a
method of rating or estimating them. Where coin is in
I thank Nancy Stokey for invaluable discussion and criticism. I am also very grateful
for comments from William Brock, John Cochrane, Milton Friedman, Lars Hansen,
Anil Kashyap, Randall Kroszner, Bennett McCallum, Casey Mulligan, Sherwin Rosen,
Allen Sanderson, Thomas Sargent, John Taylor, Neil Wallace, Warren Weber, and
Jorgen Weibull.
[Journal of Political Economy, 1996, vol. 104, no. 4]
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greater plenty, as a greater quantity of it is required to represent the same quantity of goods, it can have no effect, either
good or bad ... any more than it would make an alteration
on a merchant's books, if, instead of the Arabian method of
notation, which requires few characters, he should make use
of the Roman, which requires a great many. [Of Money,
p. 32]1
Hume returns to this idea that changes in the quantity of money
are just units changes in Of Interest:
Were all the gold in England annihilated at once, and one
and twenty shillings substituted in the place of every guinea,
would money be more plentiful or interest lower? No surely:
We should only use silver instead of gold. Were gold rendered as common as silver, and silver as common as copper,
would money be more plentiful or interest lower? We may
assuredly give the same answer. Our shillings would then be
yellow, and our halfpence white, and we should have no
guineas. No other difference would ever be observed, no
alteration on commerce, manufactures, navigation, or interest, unless we imagine that the colour of the metal is of any
consequence. [p. 47]
These are two of Hume's statements of what we now call the quantity theory of money: the doctrine that changes in the number of
units of money in circulation will have proportional effects on all
prices that are stated in money terms, and no effect at all on anything
real, on how much people work or on the goods they produce or
consume. Notice, though, that there is something a little magical
about the way in which changes in money come about in Hume's
examples. All the gold in England gets "annihilated." Elsewhere he
asks us to "suppose that, by miracle, every man in Great Britain
should have five pounds slipt into his pocket in one night" (p. 51).
Money changes in reality do not occur by such means. Is this just a
matter of exposition, or should we be concerned about it? This turns
out to be a crucial question. In fact, Hume writes as follows:
When any quantity of money is imported into a nation, it is
not at first dispersed into many hands but is confined to the
coffers of a few persons, who immediately seek to employ it
to advantage. Here are a set of manufacturers or merchants,
we shall suppose, who have received returns of gold and
I All page references to Hume's essays are taken from Hume (1970). I have left the
spelling as in the original and modernized the punctuation.
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silver for goods which they sent to Cadiz. They are thereby
enabled to employ more workmen than formerly, who never
dream of demanding higher wages, but are glad of employ[The artisan] carries
ment from such good paymasters....
his money to market, where he finds every thing at the same
price as formerly, but returns with greater quantity and of
better kinds for the use of his family. The farmer and gardener, finding that all their commodities are taken off, apply
themselves with alacrity to raising more.... It is easy to trace
the money in its progress through the whole commonwealth,
where we shall find that it must first quicken the diligence
of every individual before it encrease the price of labour.
[p. 38]
Symmetrically, Hume believes that a monetary contraction could
induce depression:
There is always an interval before matters be adjusted to
their new situation, and this interval is as pernicious to industry when gold and silver are diminishing as it is advantageous when these metals are encreasing. The workman has
not the same employment from the manufacturer and merchant, though he pays the same price for everything in the
market. The farmer cannot dispose of his corn and cattle,
though he must pay the same rent to his landlord. The poverty, and beggary, and sloth which must ensue are easily
foreseen. [p. 40]
Hume makes it clear that he does not view his opinions about the
initial effects of monetary expansions as major qualifications to the
quantity theory, to his view that "it is of no manner of consequence,
with regard to the domestic happiness of a state, whether money be
in a greater or less quantity" (p. 39). Perhaps he simply did not see
that the irrelevance of units changes from which he deduces the longrun neutrality of money has similar implications for the initial reaction to money changes as well. Why, for example, does an early recipient of the new money "find every thing at the same price as
formerly"? If everyone understands that prices will ultimately increase in proportion to the increase in money, what force stops this
from happening right away? Are people committed, perhaps even
contractually, to continue to offer goods at the old prices for a time?
If so, Hume does not mention it. Are sellers ignorant of the fact that
money has increased and a general inflation is inevitable? But Hume
claims that the real consequences of money changes are "easy to
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trace" and "easily foreseen." If so, why do these consequences occur
at all?
These questions do not involve mere matters of detail. Hume has
deduced the quantity theory of money by purely theoretical reasoning from "that principle of reason" that people act rationally and
that this fact is reflected in market-determined quantities and prices.
Consistency surely requires at least an attempt to apply these same
principles to the analysis of the initial effects of a monetary expansion
or contraction. I think the fact is that this is just too difficult a problem
for an economist equipped with only verbal methods, even someone
of Hume's remarkable powers.
This tension between two incompatible ideas-that changes in
money are neutral units changes and that they induce movements in
employment and production in the same direction-has been at the
center of monetary theory at least since Hume wrote. Though it has
not, in my opinion, been fully resolved, important progress has been
made on at least two dimensions. The first is a purely theoretical
question: Under what assumptions and for what kinds of changes
can we expect monetary changes to be neutral? (I take this terminology from Don Patinkin's Money, Interest, and Prices [1965], the book
that introduced so many economists of my cohort to these theoretical
issues.) The theoretical equipment we have for sharpening and addressing such questions has been vastly improved since Hume's day,
and I shall draw on these improvements below. Of at least equal
importance, an enormous amount of evidence on money, prices, and
production has been accumulated over the past two centuries, and
much fruitful thought has been applied to issues of measurement. In
the next section, I shall examine some of this evidence.
II.

Evidence

It is hard to tell from the essays what evidence Hume actually had in
front of him. Certainly he wrote before systematic data on money
supplies were collected anywhere in the world, before the invention
of price indexes, and long before the invention of national income
and product accounting. His development of the quantity theory was
based largely on purely theoretical reasoning, though tested informally against his vast historical knowledge, and his belief in short-run
correlations between changes in money and changes in production
was apparently based mainly on his everyday knowledge. (He cites
one Mons. du Tot for the assertion that "in the last year of Louis
XIV, money was raised three-sevenths but prices augmented only
one" [p. 39]. In a footnote he characterizes his source as "an author
of reputation," but feels obliged to "confess that the facts which he
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advanceson other occasionsare often so suspiciousas to makehis
authoritylessin thismatter."Evenin the eighteenthcentury,it seems,
therewere tensionsbetweentheoristsand econometricians!)
The centralpredictionsof the quantitytheoryare that,in the long
run,money growthshouldbe neutralin its effectson the growthrate
of productionand shouldaffect the inflationrate on a one-for-one
basis.The modifier"longrun"is not free of ambiguity,but by any
definitionthe use of datathatare heavilyaveragedover time should
isolateonly long-runeffects. Figure 1, takenfrom McCandlessand
Weber(1995),plots30-year(1960-90) averageannualinflationrates
againstaverageannual growthrates of M2 over the same 30-year
period,for a total of 110 countries.One can see that the pointslie
roughlyon the 45-degreeline, as predictedby the quantitytheory.
The simplecorrelationbetweeninflationand moneygrowthis .95.
The monetaryaggregateused in constructingfigure I is M2, but
nothingimportantdependson this choice.McCandlessand Weber
reporta simplecorrelationof .96 if MI is used and .92 if MO(the
monetarybase)is used. They also reportcorrelationsfor subsetsof
data set: .96 (withM2)withonly OECDcountries
their II10-country
and .99 with 14 LatinAmericancountries.
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It is clear from these data (and from the many other studies that
have reached similar conclusions) that the applicability of the quantity
theory of money is not limited to currency reforms and magical
thought experiments. It applies, with remarkable success, to comovements in money and prices generated in complicated, real-world circumstances. Indeed, how many specific economic theories can claim
empirical success at the level exhibited in figure 1? Central bankers
and even some monetary economists talk knowledgeably of using
high interest rates to control inflation, but I know of no evidence
from even one economy linking these variables in a useful way, let
alone evidence as sharp as that displayed in figure 1. The kind of
monetary neutrality shown in this figure needs to be a central feature
of any monetary or macroeconomic theory that claims empirical seriousness.
McCandless and Weber also provide evidence on correlations between money growth and growth in real output, averaged over the
1960-90 period. Figure 2 is their plot for the full 100-country data
set from the International Monetary Fund. Evidently, there is no
relation between these 30-year averages.2 For examining short-term
2 It must be said that the evidence of long-run links between money growth and
output growth is more mixed than one would infer from fig. 2. McCandlessand Weber
find a weak positive relation for the OECD economies. Both positive and negative
correlationshave been found by other investigatorson other data sets.
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trade-offs, of course, one does not want to use such time-averaged
data. Figure 3, taken from Stockman (1996), provides six plots of
annual inflation rates against unemployment rates for various subperiods of the years 1950-94, for the United States. Panel f plots the
Phillips curve (after A. W. Phillips [1958]) for the entire period. In
this panel, the two variables appear to be completely unrelated. On
the other hand, the five panels for subperiods (or at least for the
subperiods since 1960) seem to show a clear, negative relation. But
then look at the axes in these six panels! In order to see inflation and
unemployment as lying on a negatively sloped curve, one needs to
keep shifting the curve.
Evidence on trade-offs is also marshaled, though in a very different
way, in Friedman and Schwartz's (1963) monograph A MonetaryHistory of the United States. These authors show that every major depres-
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sion in the United States over the period 1867-1960 was associated
with a large contraction in the money supply and that every large
contraction was associated with a depression. These observations are
correlations of a sort, too, but they gain force from the size of the
largest contractions. In a period such as the post-World War II years
in the United States, real output fluctuations are modest enough to
be attributable, possibly, to real sources. There is no need to appeal
to money shocks to account for these movements. But an event such
as the Great Depression of 1929-33 is far beyond anything that can
be attributed to shocks to tastes and technology. One needs some
other possibilities. Monetary contractions are attractive as the key
shocks in the 1929-33 years, and in other severe depressions, because
there do not seem to be any other candidates.
Sargent (1986) also examines large, sudden reductions in rates of
money growth (though not reductions in the levels of money stocks).
In his case, these are the monetary and fiscal reforms that ended four
of the post-World War I European hyperinflations. These dramatic
reductions in growth rates of the money supply dwarf anything in
Friedman and Schwartz or in the postwar data used by McCandless
and Weber. Yet as Sargent shows, they were not associated with output reductions that were large by historical standards, or possibly by
any depressions at all. Sargent goes on to demonstrate the likelihood
that these reductions in money growth rates were well anticipated by
the people they affected and, because of visible and suitable fiscal
reforms, were expected by them to be sustained.
In summary, the prediction that prices respond proportionally to
changes in money in the long run, deduced by Hume in 1752 (and
by many other theorists, by many different routes, since), has received
ample-I would say decisive-confirmation, in data from many times
and places. The observation that money changes induce output
changes in the same direction receives confirmation in some data sets
but is hard to see in others. Large-scale reductions in money growth
can be associated with large-scale depressions or, if carried out in the
form of a credible reform, with no depression at all.
III.

Theoretical Responses

Hume was able to theorize rigorously, and, as we have seen, with
great empirical success, about comparisons of long-run average behavior across economies with different average rates of money
growth. For short-run purposes, on the other hand, he was obliged
to rely on much looser reasoning and rough empirical generalizations. As economic theory evolved in the last century and most of
this one, the double standard that characterized Hume's argument
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was perpetuated. The quantity-theoretic "neutrality theorems" were
stated with increasing precision and worked through rigorously, using the latest equipment of static general equilibrium theory. The
dynamics had a kind of patched-in quality, fitting the facts, but only
in a manner that suggests they could equally well fit any facts. Patinkin
interprets all of monetary theory from Wicksell's Interest and Prices
(1898) through his own Money, Interest, and Prices as concerned with
processes of adjustment between one quantity-theoretic equilibrium
position and another, conceived as outside the framework of general
equilibrium theory in a way that seems to me very much at the level
of Hume's analysis. The passages on dynamics that I cited from
Hume in Section I could be slipped into Keynes's Treatise on Money
(1930) or Hayek's Monetary Theoryand the Trade Cycle (1933) without
inducing any sense of anachronism.
Yet all these theorists want to think in general equilibrium terms,
to think of people as maximizing over time, as substituting intertemporally. They resort to disequilibrium dynamics only because the analytical equipment available to them offers no alternative. Even in
Hume's scenario, the motives and expectations of economic actors
during the transition are described, even rationalized: The adjustment to a new equilibrium is not seen as a purely mechanical tdtonnement process, the character of which is determined by forces apart
from the producers and consumers of the system. Certainly Wicksell
and, I would say, Patinkin, too, are trying to think through the way
the dynamic adjustment process appears to people as it occurs, to see
the actions people take as rational responses to their situations.
Though the theoretical formalism on which they draw involves a
static equilibrium combined with a mechanical process to describe
dynamic adjustments, their verbal descriptions of periods of transition, like Hume's before them, show that they are in fact thinking of
people solving intertemporal decision problems.
The intelligence of these attempts to deal theoretically with the real
effects of changes in money is still impressive to the modern reader,
but serves only to underscore the futility of attempting to talk
through hard dynamic problems without any of the equipment of
modern mathematical economics. Hayek and Keynes and their contemporaries were willing to make assumptions and to set out something like a model, but they were simply not able to work out the
predictions of their own theories.
The depression of the 1930s shifted attention away from the subtle
problems of monetary neutrality and toward the potential of monetary policy for short-run stimulus. Keynes's General Theory(1936) was
one product of this change of focus. Another was Tinbergen's (1939)
development of an explicit statistical model of the U.S. economy.
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Tinbergen's model and its immediate successors made little or no
contact with earlier traditions in monetary theory; but in the atmosphere of the 1930s and 1940s this was perhaps an advantage, and it
fit well with the revolutionary rhetoric of Keynes's book. Economic
theory aside, the macroeconometric models that evolved from Tinbergen's work had two important advantages over all earlier macroeconomic theory. They were mathematically explicit and so could be
estimated from and tested against data in a much more disciplined
way than earlier theories could. Moreover, they could be simulated
to yield quantitative answers to policy questions. It was these features
that excited younger researchers and had such a dramatic influence
on future developments. in the field.
By the 1960s, then, two very different styles of macroeconomic
theory, both claiming the title of Keynesian economics, coexisted.
There were attempts at a unified monetary and value theory, like
Patinkin's, based on extensions of static general equilibrium theory
to accommodate money, combined with some kind of tdtonnement process to provide some dynamics. These theories were developed with
great attention to earlier monetary theory and to developments in
economic theory more generally, but they lacked the operational
character of the macroeconometric models: No one could tell exactly
what their predictions were or what normative implications they carried. On the other hand, there were macroeconometric models that
could be fit to data and simulated to yield quantitative answers to
policy questions but whose relation to macroeconomic theory and classical monetary theory was unclear.
Virtually no one at the time regarded this situation as healthy.
Everyone paid lip service to the idea of unification of micro- and
macroeconomics or of discovering the macroeconomic "foundations"
of macroeconomic theories, and a vast amount of creative and valuable economics, focused on intertemporal decision problems, was inspired by this goal. The work of Modigliani and Brumberg (1954)
and Friedman (1957) on consumption; Eisner and Strotz (1963) and
Jorgenson (1963) on investment in physical capital; Becker (1962)
and Ben-Porath (1967) on investment in human capital; and Baumol
(1952), Tobin (1956), Brunner and Meltzer (1963), and Meltzer
(1963) on money demand all contributed. Mathematically inclined
economists who entered the profession in the 1960s were drawn to
methods for studying intertemporal decision problems, the calculus
of variations, the theory of optimal control, and Bellman's (1957)
dynamic programming. Work on optimal growth by Uzawa (1964)
and Cass (1965) was followed by applications of similar methods to a
variety of problems in all subfields of economics. In these applications, the dynamics were an integral part of the theory, not tacked-on
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tatonnement processes. When Leonard Rapping and I began our col-

laboration on the study of labor markets over the business cycle (Lucas and Rapping 1969), we thought of these studies of individual
intertemporal decision problems as models of what we wanted to do.3
The prevailing strategy for macroeconomic modeling in the early
1960s held that the individual or sectoral models arising out of this
intertemporal theorizing could then simply be combined in a single
model, the way Keynes and Tinbergen and their successors assembled
a consumption function, an investment function, and so on into a
model of an entire economy. But models of individual decisions over
time necessarily involve expected, future prices. Some macroeconomic
analyses treated these prices as known; others imputed adaptive forecasting rules to maximizing firms and households. However it was
done, though, the "church supper" models assembled from such individual components implied behavior of actual equilibrium prices and
incomes that bore no relation to, and were in general grossly inconsistent with, the price expectations that the theory imputed to individual
agents.
As intertemporal elements and expectations came to play an increasingly explicit and important role, this modeling inconsistency
became more and more glaring. John Muth's (1961) "Rational Expectations and the Theory of Price Movements" focused on this inconsistency and showed how it could be removed by taking into account
the influences of prices, including future prices, on quantities and
simultaneously the effects of quantities on equilibrium prices.4 The
principle of rational expectations he proposed thus forces the modeler toward a market equilibrium point of view, although it took some
time before a style of thinking that recognized this fact had a major
effect on macroeconomic modeling.
Other considerations reinforced a move in the same direction. In
the late 1960s, Friedman (1968) and Phelps (1968) saw, by thinking
through the issue at a general equilibrium level, that there could be
no long-run Phillips curve trade-off between inflation and real output. But such long-run trade-offs were implicit in all the macroeconometric models of the day, and the econometric methods that were in
standard use at that time seemed to reject the Friedman-Phelps natural rate hypothesis. This conflict led to a rethinking of the theoretical
basis of these statistical tests, and the discovery of serious difficulties
with them. Sargent (1971) and Lucas (1972a, 1976) showed that the
I
4

See Phelps et al. (1970) for several similarlymotivatedstudies.
Eugene Fama's(1965) theory of efficient markets was another direct application

of economic reasoning to the behavior of equilibriumprices, in a setting in which sto-

chastic shocks were an intrinsicpart of the economic model.
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conventional rejections of the natural rate hypothesis depended critically on irrational expectations or, to put the same point backward,
that if one assumed rational expectations these tests settled nothing.
It seemed clear that it was necessary to put macroeconomics on a
general equilibrium basis that incorporated rational expectations.
IV.

General Equilibrium Macroeconomics

By the 1960s, two closely related general equilibrium frameworks
were in fact already available for thinking about economic dynamics.
One was the mathematical model of general equilibrium, developed
by Hicks (1939), Arrow (1951), McKenzie (1954), and Debreu (1959),
in which the commodity vector is defined to include dated claims to
goods, possibly made contingent on random events. Prescott and I
(Lucas and Prescott 1971) adopted this framework for the construction of a rational expectations model of investment in a competitive
industry, taking a stochastically shifting demand curve (rather than
prices) as given. And, in a paper that was to set the research agenda
for the next decade, Kydland and Prescott (1982) utilized a version
of the stochastic growth optimal growth model of Brock and Mirman
(1972) as an operational model of a competitive economy undergoing
recurrent business cycles, induced by shifts in the technology. This
turned out to be a tremendously fruitful idea, whose potential is still
being realized. But such a model without money is obviously not
suited to the study of Hume's problem. Economists who believed that
monetary forces were at the center of the business cycle needed to
look elsewhere.
A second general equilibrium framework, due to Samuelson
(1958), was also available and seemed better suited to the study of
monetary questions. That paper introduced a deceptively simple example of an economy in which money with no direct use in either
consumption or production nonetheless plays an essential role in economic life. I used this model (Lucas 1972b) in an attempt to show
how monetary neutrality might be reconciled with the appearance of
a short-term stimulus from a monetary expansion. The model is so
simple and flexible that it can be used to illustrate many issues. I shall
introduce a version of it here, along with enough notation to permit
discussion of some interesting details.
In Samuelson's model, people live for two periods only, so that the
ongoing economy is always populated by two age cohorts, one young
and the other old. Here I assume a constant population, so that per
capita and economywide magnitudes can be used interchangeably.
At each year's end, the old die, the young become old, and a new
young group arrives. It is important for my purposes (as it was for
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Samuelson's) to assume that there is no family structure in this economy: no inheritances and no financial support by one cohort for
another. Suppose that a young person in this economy can work and
produce goods, whereas an old person likes to consume goods but
has no ability to produce them. Denote a person's two objects of
choice by the pair (c, n), where n is units of labor supplied when
young and c is units of the good consumed when old. Assume that
everyone's preferences over these two goods are given by U(c) - n.
Assume a labor-only technology in which one unit of labor yields one
unit of goods.
If the good were storable, everyone would produce in his youth
and carry the production over for his own later consumption, solving
the problem
max [U(n)-n].

(1)

n

Call the solution to this problem n*. But I shall assume that the good
cannot be stored, so that any individual acting purely on his own
cannot produce for his own pleasure.' The best one acting alone can
do is to enjoy leisure when young and never consume anything.
Clearly society as a whole should be able to do much better than that,
by somehow inducing the young to produce for the consumption of
their contemporaryold. Some institution is needed to achieve this.
A social security system may be one real-world instance of such an
institution. (Or it may not: Everything hinges on the realism of the
assumption of no family structure.) As Samuelson noted, a monetary
system may be another such institution, for one can view the failure
of the autarchic allocation as arising from the absence of the double
coincidence of wants that barter exchange requires. Those who wish
to consume goods, the old, have nothing to offer in return to those
who are able to produce, the young. But suppose that there were
some paper money in circulation, initially in the hands of the old.
The old would offer this cash to the young in exchange for goods,
establishing a market price of some kind. Would the young accept
these tokens-intrinsically
useless, in Wallace's (1980) terms-and
hence keep the value of tokens in terms of goods at any level above
zero? Maybe not: This possibility can certainly not be ruled out. If
the young were willing to produce goods in exchange for fiat money,
the reason would have to be that they hoped to be able to trade the
money they received for goods in their own old age.
The interesting thing about Samuelson's example is that this second
5 In
fact, Cass and Yaari (1966) show that even if storage is possible, the autarchic
allocation can be improved on since it ties up goods in inventory permanently and
unnecessarily.
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scenario cannot be ruled out. It is possible, though by no means
necessary, that the money in this economy will circulate forever, being
exchanged over and over again for goods. If this exchange takes
place in a single competitive spot market and the price p is established,
then a young person who begins with no money and works n units
will acquire pn units of cash. If he spends it all on goods next period,
this yields pn/p = n units of consumption. Thus everyone solves the
problem (1). If the money supply is constant and evenly distributed
over the old in the amount m per person, the equilibrium price will
also be constant, at the level p = m/n*. Evidently, this equilibrium is
quantity-theoretic in Hume's sense: if m is (somehow) increased, the
equilibrium price level will be increased in the same proportion, and
quantities of labor and production will not be affected at all.
When we consider monetary changes that differ from once-andfor-all changes in the money stock, however, the issue of neutrality
becomes more complicated. To see this, suppose that we replace the
assumption of a constant money supply with the assumption that the
quantity of money grows at a constant percentage rate. We need to
be explicit (another point in favor of Samuelson's model) about the
way the new money gets into the system, and it matters how this is
done. Assume, to begin with, that each young person receives an
equal share of the newly created money, in between his youth and
old age, and that the size of this addition to his cash is independent
of the amount he has earned by working. Then if the money supply
is m and is to be augmented by the lump-sum transfer m(x - 1), each
young person now solves
max

+
/n(x

+(

- )m\
))-

]

(2)

where p is the price at which he sells goods, today, and p' is the price
at which he buys goods, tomorrow. The first-order condition for this
problem is
U(t7

+ (x-1)m)

P=1

(3)

In order to work out a rational expectations equilibrium for this
model, we exploit the observation that the only thing that changes
over time in this situation is the money supply, which is simply multiplied by the known factor x in every period. It seems natural, then,
to seek an equilibrium in which the price level is proportional to the
money stock, p = km for some constant k, and in which labor is
constant at some value n'. In such an equilibrium, the constant k will
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evidently be 1fni.Tomorrow's price is then p' = kmx = mx/nr.Inserting
all this information into the first-order condition (3), one obtains
U'(nf) = x.

(4)

In this circumstance, then, the price level will increase between periods at exactly the rate of growth of the money supply. The equilibrium level of employment ni, from (4), will be a decreasing function
of the rate of money growth.6
The quantity-theoretic predictions we saw confirmed in figures 1
and 2 would also be confirmed in this hypothetical world. But note
that this does not mean that the rate of money growth and the equal
rate of price inflation are merely units changes, of no consequence to
anyone. The faster money grows, the more important the overnight
transfer is, relative to the cash accumulated through working. The
monetary transfers dilute the return from working. Goods production declines as the inflation rate rises, and everyone is made worse
off. This is a nonneutrality of money, a real effect of a money change
(some would prefer to call it a real effect of the fiscal transfer that is
used to bring the money change about), but this effect is obviously
not the stimulating effect of a monetary expansion that Hume discusses. In this example, inflation does not "quicken the diligence of
every individual." It is a kind of tax that deadens diligence by reducing its real return.
This inflation tax is an issue of the first importance, I think, and
its effects are captured in a useful way by the theoretical example I
have just worked through. But further study of the inflation tax is
not going to bring us any closer to an understanding of the trade-off
that Hume thought he observed, and that so many others have seen
since. Let us then get the inflation tax out of the picture by -assuming
that the fiscal transfers through which the money supply expands are
made in proportion to the balances one has earned through working.
That is, if one works n units, one receives the transfer pn(x - 1), not
m(x - 1), and thus has pnx to spend next period. In this situation,
the first-order condition (4) becomes U'(ni) = 1, independent of x,
and ni is always at its efficient level n*: there is no inflation tax. These
proportional transfers are just an assumption of convenience, but
one that will simplify the discussion of some hard questions.
Now how might this overlapping generations economy be modified
so that a monetary expansion will act as a stimulus to production?
6Jorgen Weibull pointed out to me that one could obtain a version of this example
in which equilibrium employment is an increasing function of the money shock x
by assuming that only some of the young receive the entire transfer and by making
the right assumptions about the curvature of the function U.
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One might think that this could be achieved by replacing the assumption that the transfer variable x is constant with the assumption that
it is drawn independently each period from some fixed probability
distribution. Evidently, if the current-period realization is known to
everyone, this will not change anything. What is perhaps less obvious,
but equally true, is that even if the transfer realization is known directly only to the old, it will be revealed perfectly to the young by the
equilibrium price that it induces. As in the constant money growth
example we worked through above, prices are determined by m and
x. What else is there in this context? If m is known and p is observed,
as of course it must be in competitive trading, then one can infer the
value of x.
In order to get an output effect from a monetary shock, then, it is
not enough simply to introduce uncertainty. We need to imagine that
the exchange of money for goods takes place in some manner other
than in a centralized Walrasian market. In Lucas (1972b), I assumed
that exchange occurs in two markets, each with a different number
of goods suppliers. In this circumstance, a given price increase can
signal a supplier that the money transfer x is large, in which case he
wants to treat it like a units change and not respond; or it can mean
that there are only a few suppliers in his market, in which case he
wants to treat it like a real shift in his favor and respond by producing
more. The best the individual can do, given his limited information,
is to hedge. On average, then, labor supply and production are an
increasing function up(x)of the monetary transfer. Equilibrium prices,
mx/(p(x), move in proportion to m, which is known to all traders, but
increase less than proportionally with the transfer x. By next period,
the transfer x is known, and prices complete their proportional increase, but not without a transition during which production is increased.
The resemblance of this scenario to the one I quoted from Hume
in my Introduction seems clear. In an important sense the new scenario is an improvement since in place of the unexplained errors of
judgment or ignorance that lie at the center of Hume's account, this
one rests on an assumption that people lack complete information.
But perhaps this only pushes the question back one step: Why is it
that people cannot obtain that last bit of information that would enable them to diagnose price movements accurately? In reality, up-todate information on the money supply does not seem all that hard
to come by.
Let us step back from the specifics of this particular, informationbased version of Hume's scenario and consider the possibilities more
abstractly. Assume simply that old and young engage in some kind
of trading game, to which the old bring the cash m obtained in the
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previous period's trading.7 Either before or perhaps during the play
of this game, the old receive a proportional transfer that totals x. Let
each young person and each old person select a trading strategy.
Notice that the strategy of a young person can depend on m, and the
strategy of an old person can depend on m and x. On the basis of these
choices, suppose that a Nash equilibrium is reached under which each
young person supplies some amount of labor and ends up with some
amount of cash. I shall restrict attention to symmetric equilibria, so
that in equilibrium each young person ends up with mx dollars. Each
young person also ends up supplying f(m, x) units of labor, and this
quantity is also the equilibrium consumption of each old person (the
notation is chosen to emphasize that m and x are the only state variables in this model). Different specifications of the trading game will
have different implications for this outcomefunction f.
Now assume that before the play of such a game begins, the money
stock m is evenly distributed over the old; that everyone, young and
old, knows what it is; and that everyone knows how transfers occurthe rules of this trading game. In these circumstances, changes in m
must be neutral units changes, so thatf is constant with respect to m
and can be written f(m, x) = (p(x) for some function up.Given this
function (p, the average price of goods is just the money stock divided
by production, or p = mx/(p(x). In competitive trading, upis a constant
function, so price is proportional to mx, where x is known; but in
many other trading games, the function upwill vary with the value x.
In this notation, rationalizing a trade-off of the type described by
Hume translates into constructing a game that rationalizes an increasing function up(x).
One such game (though that equilibrium was not quite symmetric)
was described in Lucas (1972b). There, the response in output was
based on suppliers' imperfect information about the transfer x. But at
this level of abstraction there are many other noncompetitive trading
games that have outcomes with these same features. Some of them
achieve this end by assuming that some nominal prices are set in
advance, as in Fischer (1977), Phelps and Taylor (1977), Taylor
(1979), or Svensson (1986). Others postulate games in which the
transfer is only gradually revealed, as in Eden (1994), Lucas and
Woodford (1994), or Williamson (1995). All these papers offer rationalizations of a short-run monetary nonneutrality in the sense of an
increasing function (p(x), though of course in quite different ways. In
an important sense, then, Hume's paradox has been resolved: We
have a wide variety of theories that reconcile long-run monetary neutrality with a short-run trade-off. They all (and any other game that
7 This point of departurehas long been advocatedby Shubik(see, e.g., Shubik1980).
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fits into the formalism above) carry the implication that anticipated
money changes will not stimulate production and that at least some
unanticipated changes can do so.8
Does it matter which of these rationales is appealed to? The answer
to this harder question must depend on what our purposes are. Any
of these models leads to the distinction between anticipated and unanticipated changes in money, the distinction that seems to me the central lesson of the theoretical work of the 1970s. On the other hand,
none of these models deduces the function upfrom assumptions on
technology and preferences alone. Of course updepends on such factors, but it also depends on the specific assumptions one makes about
the strategies available to the players, the timing of moves, the way
in which information is revealed, and so on. Moreover, these specifics
are all, for the sake of tractability, highly unrealistic and stylized:
We cannot choose among them on the basis of descriptive realism.
Consequently, we have no reason to believe that the function upis
invariant under changes in monetary policy-it is just a kind of Phillips curve, after all-and no reliable way to break it down into wellunderstood components.
Theories that emphasized the distinction between anticipated and
unanticipated money shocks led to a variety of statistical tests. Sargent
(1976) interpreted the prediction that anticipated money would have
no real effects as the hypothesis that money would not "cause," in
the sense of Granger (1969) and Sims (1972), changes in unemployment rates, and he found that this prediction was confirmed for U.S.
time series. Barro (1977) used residuals from regressions of M1 on
its own lagged values as measures of unanticipated money shocks and
concluded that the unemployment rate responded to these shocks
but did not respond to current and lagged Ml .' The signalprocessing feature of the model of Lucas (1972b) implied that the
magnitude of a money multiplier should decline as the variance of
money changes increased. This prediction was confirmed in the crosscountry comparisons reported in Lucas (1973) and Alberro (1981)
and by the much more extensive results reported in Kormendi and
Meguire (1984).
In the models in Lucas (1972b, 1973), trade takes place in competitive markets, though these markets are incomplete; so any real effects
of monetary policy need to work through movements in prices. The
tests described in the last paragraph do not use data on prices and
so do not test this prediction. Other econometric work that did re8 Of course, this conclusion requires the usual caveat about the inflation tax.
9 Whether this work in fact tests implications of the model in Lucas (1972b) is questioned in King (1981).
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quire money shocks to be transmitted through price movements was
much less favorable. Estimates in Sargent (1976) and in Leiderman
(1979) indicated that only small fractions of output variability can be
accounted for by unexpected price movements. Though the evidence
seems to show that monetary surprises have real effects, they do not
seem to be transmitted through price surprises, as in Lucas (1972b).'0
V.

Conclusions

The main finding that emerged from the research of the 1970s is
that anticipated changes and unanticipated changes in money growth
have very different effects. Anticipated monetary expansions have
inflation tax effects and induce an inflation premium on nominal
interest rates, but they are not associated with the kind of stimulus
to employment and production that Hume described. Unanticipated
monetary expansions, on the other hand, can stimulate production
as, symmetrically, unanticipated contractions can induce depression.
The importance of this distinction between anticipated and unanticipated monetary changes is an implication of every one of the many
different models, all using rational expectations, that were developed
during the 1970s to account for short-term trade-offs. This distinction is consistent with the long-run evidence displayed in figures 1
and 2, with the year-to-year changes displayed in figure 3, with Friedman and Schwartz's account of depressions in the United States, and
with Sargent's account of the ending of the European hyperinflations.
The discovery of the central role of the distinction between anticipated and unanticipated money shonks resulted from the attempts,
on the part of many researchers, to formulate mathematically explicit
models that were capable of addressing the issues raised by Hume.
But I think it is clear that none of the specific models that captured
this distinction in the 1970s can now be viewed as a satisfactory theory
of business cycles. Perhaps in part as a response to the difficulties
with the monetary-based business cycle models of the 1970s, much
recent research has followed the lead of Kydland and Prescott (1982)
and emphasized the effects of purely real forces on employment and
production." This research has shown how general equilibrium rea1OWallace (1992) develops a variation of the Lucas (1972b) model in which real
shocks need not be perfectly negatively correlated across markets (so that real shocks
can be positive in the aggregate). In this more general model, money shocks can
induce output movements in the same direction (but not perfectly correlated) and the
inflation-output correlation can have either sign. The evidence in Sargent (1976) and
Leiderman (1979) is not decisive against such a variation.
" The approach of directly testing the implications of Euler equations, initiated in
Hall (1978) and advanced by methods described in Hansen (1982), has also been
productively pursued.
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soning can add discipline to the study of an economy's distributed
lag response to shocks, as well as to the study of the nature of the
shocks themselves. More recently, many have tried to reintroduce
monetary features into these models, and I expect much future work
in this direction.
But who can say how the macroeconomic theory of the future will
develop, any more than anyone in 1960 could have foreseen the
developments I have described in this lecture? All one can be sure of
is that progress will result from the continued effort to formulate
explicit theories that fit the facts, and that the best and most practical
macroeconomics will make use of developments in basic economic
theory.
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